Design for the Environment:

Warranty:

Every component in Layout Studio has

Backed by a 12 year, 7 day, 3 shift warranty.

been carefully engineered to make the
manufacturing process as safe and
repeatable as possible. Materials can be

Made Versatile .
People want choice and variety in how and where they work, and in the
activities they undertake. Patterns in working styles change with technological
and social trends and the behaviors they create. Layout Studio embodies
the versatility these realities demand. A system of furnishings, it functions
comfortably in all areas—from open-plan environments to private spaces—

sourced locally and manufacture can take
place nearer the final destination, which
reduces shipping and overall environmental
impact. At the end of the product’s life, it is
easy to disassemble for reuse or recycling.

For more information about our products and
services or to see a list of dealers, please visit
us at hermanmiller.com/asia. Samples are
representative of the material to be supplied
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wherever you are, whatever your working style and whatever the task.

LAYOUT
STUDIO

TM

Our business is to help your business, whatever your size,

with form and function working beautifully together, gave

wherever your location. We do this through design, by

rise to Layout Studio. It is an adaptable, contemporary office

solving problems for people. The challenge of supporting

system made for the world.

many different working styles across cultures and countries,
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1/

5/

3/ Hidden Intelligence Clever

5/ Height Adjustability Engage plus

design is embedded into each

legs allows users to adjust their desk

component, ensuring that it works to

height from 610 - 850 mm.

perfection and provides flexibility.

6/

4/
4/ Sliding Worksurfaces Sliding
work surfaces allow easy access to
power and data .

2/

1/ Global unity, local expression Layout Studio enables companies to keep a global identity
while meeting local needs. Designed with core components that have been tested and sourced
internationally, it is manufactured in various locations reducing shipping time and environmental
footprint. 2/ Manage Technology Layout Studio has a range of cable management accessories to
bring power to your space. Choose from a variety of wire baskets and cable trays to suit your needs.

6/ Screens that do more Screens
are available in a range of options and
configurations. Customise with a choice of
fabric, EchoPanel, glass or laminate finish to
make them your own.

